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In late 2014, I purchased Bungie’s Destiny at 
the urging of a friend. I had eagerly watched 
teasers of the game’s development, but due to 
life circumstances and dwindling interest in 
video games, I had completely forgotten about 
it until after its release. It was the first game I 
had purchased in over a year, and it was the 
first excuse I had to plug my dusty console 
back in. My reasoning? A space cowboy 
wearing a cloak was pretty cool, and Bungie 
had made Halo.

I barely understood it. The story, the 
mechanics, the characters; they were all 
mysterious, obscure - and entirely fascinating. 
As my friend’s interest in the game waned, 
mine only grew: what was this strange world, 
and what was happening within it? I began to 
read the official Grimoire. I began to search 
for secrets. Eventually, I began to imagine 
my own stories, told within the patchworked, 
imperfect universe of the game - and I realized 
I wasn’t the only person to do so.

Destiny was my first experience with fan-
fiction, fan-art, or ‘fandom’ of any kind. I’ve 
always loved to explore the bits of stories that 
go unsaid, and to my surprise, I discovered 
that Destiny’s fan community does too. I 
stumbled upon artists whose works made 
me dream of worlds beyond our own, writers 
whose stories made my pulse pound and my 
throat tighten, cosplayers whose incredible 
dedication to their craft delighted me, video 
creators whose content made me laugh; I 
found a world beyond the world of Destiny 
that inspired me to dive ever-deeper into its 
opaque depths.

This alternate universe - separate from the 
official game, but integrated with such love 
and beauty - kept me invested in Destiny long 
after I had finished poring over the Grimoire. 
I kept turning to the internet - to Tumblr, 
Reddit, and the Bungie forums - to see what 
the community had created. I came to see 
those creators as being as integral to Destiny as 
the game I experienced on console.

I’m happy to say that many of those same 
creators are featured here. For the first volume 
of Written in Light, we asked the community to 
share with us their memories of Destiny, in 
whatever form they took - to bring the ideas 
that had inspired and delighted them to life. 
And, despite three years as a member of this 
community, I was - we were all - blown away 
by the submissions we received.

This ‘zine is a product of the same love that 
first inspired me to look beyond the game 
into the deeper universe that supports it, a 
love that is shared by countless people across 
the globe. As with all works, games take on 
meaning through the experience of the player, 
and it has been a privilege to experience the 
stories that the community has shared with 
us.

I hope that, within these pages, you find a 
world worth returning to. I hope you find 
stories, artwork, and photography that makes 
you laugh, makes your pulse pound, makes 
your throat tighten. Above all, I hope that 
you’ll be inspired, delighted, and entertained, 
just as I have been since December of 2014.

Letter from the Editor
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C I A R A  C H A S T A I N

Storyteller

Almost every Ghost 
lived a full life 
before they met their 
Guardian.

The lucky few found 
theirs only hours 
after creation, but 

for the rest, it took years, decades, or even 
centuries. The Ghost had seen so much since 
the Traveler died. He’d seen the desperation of 
humanity coalesce into the small, ramshackle 
encampment in the Traveler’s shadow. He’d 
seen that encampment rise, girding itself 
with walls. He’d seen the first Guardians step 
forward, and say to the ever-encroaching 
Darkness: No more. This is where your shadow 
ends, and our Light begins.

It was all very inspiring, of course, but it 
hadn’t helped him find his Guardian.

He ventured off-world, wandering through 
the ruins of humanity’s achievements until 
his fading Light forced him to return to the 
Traveler to gather his strength. In those first 
lonely years, he discovered something that 
was more wonderful than he ever could have 
imagined.

He discovered stories.

He found them while plundering the 
databanks of abandoned outposts, searching 
scattered and half-destroyed homesteads, or 
combing through the ruins of cities. He found 
them in books, those rare and fragile things, 
which he lovingly scanned, page by page. 
Losing himself in the world of their words 
eased the loneliness for a time.

Through the centuries, he’d amassed an 
incredible wealth of stories. He shared them 
with the City every chance he got, knowing 
that each journey into the unknown might be 
his last. Sometimes he wondered whether that 
would be his only legacy.

During one of his resting periods in the City, 
he first heard about the Hunter Vanguard’s 
“special duty.”

***

“Cayde-6?”

Cayde-6 glanced up towards the unfamiliar 
voice. His first instinct, upon seeing the lone 
Ghost floating before him, was to look around 
to see where its Guardian had wandered off to. 

“Just Cayde is fine. What can I help you with, 
little guy?”

The Ghost’s optic flickered rapidly. Here goes 
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nothing. “I hear that you’re taking volunteers 
to look after children. On the days when they 
go out to the field to play.”

“Yep.”

“I’d like to volunteer.”

Cayde-6 regarded the Ghost for a moment 
longer and straightened from where he’d been 
stooped over his map. “Really? Do you…think 
your Guardian might be one of them?”

“Oh! Oh, no. No, my Guardian’s still dead,” 
the Ghost replied, “Still waiting for me to find 
him. It’s just - on the days when I have to be 
here, in the City, well…I’d like to help. A little.”

“You’re definitely the first Ghost who’s ever 
volunteered for the job, but I don’t see why not. 
Now, how exactly are you going to entertain 
these kids?” Cayde-6 peered at the Ghost. 
“You’re not going to let them use you as a 
dodge ball, are you?”

He laughed. “No, no. I’m going to tell them 
stories.”

***

The Ghost had already survived many perils 
in his life. He’d flown through Darkness-
infested wastelands, hidden from harm in the 
territories of his enemies, and pushed himself 
to the limits of his individual strength in 
places far, far from the Traveler’s Light. Now, 
he found himself face-to-face with a handful 
of inquisitive children, which was somehow 
just as terrifying.

They lingered near him as he began his very 
first story, more because of their curiosity at 
being so close to a Ghost than anything else, 
but when he returned the next day, one of the 
children prompted him for another tale, and 
then another, and another, until he’d amassed 
a small but loyal audience. Sharing a story 
over a public database was one thing, but the 

Ghost discovered a new joy in telling his tales 
face-to-face. This was what a story was for - 
sharing. Telling.

It was a lovely diversion, and a balm for the 
sting of being without a Guardian, but it had 
to end eventually. Once his Light was strong 
enough to venture forth again, he announced 
his departure.

“When’ll you come back?” one of the children 
asked.

“Not likely for another few months, I think.”

This was met with a chorus of “Aww”s from 
the children. The Ghost was surprised and 
delighted to know he’d be missed. 

“Well, when I come back, I’ll look for you. 
In the meantime, think about what sorts of 
stories you might like to hear. And,” he added, 
with a sudden burst of optimism, “if I find my 
Guardian, I’ll bring him to meet you!”

He did not find his Guardian. He did, however, 
find himself with a much larger audience when 
he returned. Word of the eccentric lone Ghost 
had spread. They called him “Storyteller.”

The Ghost soon learned that horror stories 
were far and away the most popular with 
children. They seemed to delight in the 
grotesque and the frightening. He landed 
himself in a bit of trouble when a tale gave 
one of his audience members nightmares, and 
from there on he selected his more macabre 
offerings with greater care.

Once, a child asked, “What’s your real name?”

“Oh, well, I don’t have one yet.”

“Why not?”

The Ghost had to pause and consider this. 
“Well, I…I was rather hoping my Guardian 
would name me. When I found him.”

Sto r y te ll e r
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Sto r y te ll e r

“What if you don’t?” a young boy asked. 
Almost immediately he was elbowed by the 
child sitting next to him.

“I will,” the Ghost responded softly, “I know I 
will.”

As time passed, he switched from his usual 
short-story offerings to a single book, which 
he read aloud over the course of several days. 
Months faded into years, and some of the 
children went away over time. Every now and 
then one of them would recognize that they 
wouldn’t be coming back, and would tell him 
good-bye.

There were times, when he was out in the 
field, surrounded by chaos and death, that 
he thought about those quiet moments in 
the heart of the City. He thought about the 
children staring at him, hanging on his every 
word, caught up in their own imaginations - 
which he’d learned were incredibly expansive 
for such small creatures.

It helped.

The Ghost wasn’t ignorant of the passage of 
time, but it somehow didn’t become real to 
him until one day when one of the parents 
approached him after one of his stories. “I 
don’t believe it,” she said with a small smile. 
“You’re still here.”

“Oh. Uh, yes.” The Ghost swiveled to face her. 
“But…have we met?”

The woman laughed. “I guess it’s been a while 
since we saw each other. You used to tell me 
stories, a long time ago. Me and my brother 
both. I think it was back when you first came 

around.” 

The Ghost searched her face and realized that 
the woman before him had been a part of his 
very first audience.

“I remember you!” he said. “You loved Kipling 
the best.”

Her smile broadened. “I still do. Maybe my 
son will, too.” She nodded to the field, towards 
an Awoken boy who was chasing bugs with 
a handful of other children. “Or maybe…
he won’t. Either way, it’s good to see you. It 
was rough, growing up in those dark times. 
You helped make them a little brighter, 
Storyteller.”

The Ghost was, for a moment, humbled to 
a loss of words. “It’s good to see you, too,” he 
finally replied, “and I’m glad. I’m glad I could 
help.”

Her son turned out to be interested in stick-
fighting rather than storytelling, but sat in 
for the occasional tale. The Ghost continued to 
come and go. He saw more children grow into 
parents, and then into grandparents. Once, 
he saw one of the children outside the City, 
grown and accompanied by a Ghost.

Not my Guardian, he thought to himself with 
wonder, but a Guardian nonetheless.

And despite himself, he felt a pang of loneliness 
and longing. I’ll find you, he promised. I’ll find 
you.

But until then…

Until then there was the City, and the people 
who lived there. He’d often thought that his 
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life wouldn’t truly start until he found his 
Guardian, but when he thought of the girl he’d 
watched grow into a grandmother, he realized 
that his life, and his mission - to spread the 
Light - had begun long ago. It came to him one 
evening, as he was preparing to leave the City 
in the light of the setting sun.

You made me, he thought, turning towards the 
Traveler, and you made me for a reason. I wonder 
if you knew this would happen. I think you did. I 
think it was important, somehow, to know what it 
felt like to be alone. To learn to give. To come to know 
the people that live here, that make this city, and to 
remember what it is we’re fighting for.

The impassive pale bulk of his creator offered 
nothing, leaving the Ghost to venture forth 
into the gathering shadows of dusk.  

Sto r y te ll e r
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Keep What You Love Close
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“On your left!” her 
Ghost warns.

Alexandria spins on 
the ball of her foot 
and levels her gun 
at the four cobalt 
eyes locked onto her. 
The stock of her old, 

worn rifle bites into her shoulder as she fires 
off a controlled burst, and the wisp of white 
smoke that was once her target’s head provides 
confirmation of the kill.

Her back slams into the concrete block that has 
been her citadel for the last five minutes while 
she tries to remember how much ammunition 
she has left in her gun. All the while her Ghost 
continues to apologize.

“I’m sorry! This scavenging party wasn’t here 
when I came through this area earlier!”

“Well it is now!” shouts Alexandria, dropping 
to her knee to fire the remainder of her rounds 
across the ruined divide of the Cosmodrome.

The bullets hits their mark. Flattened rounds 
fall uselessly to the dust as the bulbous, six-
legged tech-beast rotates to Alexandria and 
fixes her position in its unliving sights. A rotary 
gun mounted beneath its foremost segment 

spins up and unloads a torrent of blue plasma 
that chews mercilessly into her cover.

The Ghost apologizes again while flecks of 
concrete plink off Alexandria. “I’m sorry! 
None of the Ghosts I spoke to told me raising a 
Guardian would be like this!”

As Alexandria reloads, the chittering coughs 
of the Fallen draw her attention back to where 
they scurry through the ruins she’s only just 
escaped. “Well what’s it supposed to be like, 
then?”

“I don’t know! It’s always something about 
‘Walking across the sands of Mars,’ or ‘Creeping 
through the Ember Caves of Venus’ - no one said 
anything about combat!”

She spies a decrepit transport truck about 
halfway between her and her colossal foe. 
Seizing the opportunity to gain a more 
advantageous position and put more distance 
between her and the chittering horde behind, 
she steels herself and dashes forward.

Not four steps later, a targeting laser lights up 
the old truck. A flash of light and a burst of heat 
and all that remains is glowing slag and molten 
concrete.

She scurries frantically backwards and presses 
herself as close to the cool concrete as she 

P A U L  M I L L E R

Neon Knights
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can. Eyes shut tight, she pants heavily, deaf to 
everything but her pulse pounding through her 
skull like gunshots. Unsteadily, she slides the 
magazine out of her rifle and checks the ammo. 
Thirty shots. Not enough.

“No one mentioned anything about how to fight 
a spider-tank alone, did they?”

“I don’t believe so, no.”

The hellish laser returns, alighting on 
Alexandria’s current hiding spot. “Then fly 
away, Ghost. I’ll draw their attention long 
enough for you to escape.

Legs trembling, Alexandria glances back the 
small machine. “Maybe the next one you raise 
can make it to the City, huh?”

Without waiting for a response, she heaves 
herself to her feet and shoulders her rifle. 
Adrenaline floods her system, stretching each 
second out into an eternity. The dull thud 
against her shoulder that accompanies each 
bullet seems distant,the sharp crack of gunfire 
muted to her ears.

Thirty flattened and ineffectual rounds lay 
scattered in the dust at the tank’s feet. The 
whine of charging plasma weapons fills the air 
and Alexandria registers none of it. The freshly 
resurrected Guardian rushes defiantly forward 
to meet her second death on her feet.

The Divide shakes with a crash like thunder, but 
it does not bring death as she expected. Instead 
it brings angels.

A fortress shaped like a man erupts from the 
passageway Alexandria has been fighting so 
hard to reach. Lightning bleeds out of him with 
each movement and thunder roars at his feet. 
With a fearsome leap, he vaults into the side of 
the spider-tank shoulder first. Alexandria can’t 
tell if it’s due to the impact or the deafening 
clap that follows, but the cannon that once 

pronounced her doom jerks to the side and 
sends its shot wide.

Alexandria’s empty gun drops to the frozen 
dirt at her feet, the Fallen now turning their 
attention to the greater threat, and she is unable 
to tear her eyes away from the sight.

So engrossed in the spectacle, she nearly misses 
the arrival of another hero. Floating high above 
the commotion, carried by ethereal winds, 
comes a phantom in long robes. Motes of light 
play about their head and with one hand they 
pepper the Fallen below with staccato cracks 
from their rifle. The other hand summons 
ruinous powers, and twinkling shards of 
indigo drop and splinter into a dozen explosive 
fragments behind the Fallen’s ranks.

“Other Guardians…” her Ghost sighs in wonder.

The carnage does not stop a Vandal, perhaps 
looking to seize some victory from the day, 
from rushing her with its arcing blades. She 
scrambles to reach for her gun or knife, but can’t 
get either into her hands before the Vandal’s 
head explodes in white gas.

“Close one!” Alexandria hears behind her.

Another Guardian, lithe and smaller like she is 
and with a long gossamer cape, stands next to 
Alexandria, firing her carbine rifle and being 
rewarded for her superb marksman skills with 
several puffs of white smoke.

“You looked like you could use a bit of a hand,” 
she says. “Sorry if we’re butting in - just passing 
through.” 

“Please, step right in.” Alexandria picks up her 
rifle from the ground after finally realizing how 
foolish she must look. “What kind of fool turns 
down help?”

Despite the unwavering glare of the burnished 
bronze hawk visage she stares into, Alexandria 
feels the other Guardian’s smile. 

N e o n K n i g hts
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“Do you have a name?” the stranger asks, as her 
robed companion launches what looks like an 
inverse sun into a relay station and sends the 
Fallen flying out the windows. “Mine’s-“

“Kat!”

Alexandria and her savior look to the source of 
the noise: the fortress-shaped Guardian, who is 
now holding the tank by one leg and pushing its 
head towards the two of them.

“Any day now!” he calls.

Kat steps past Alexandria. “Oh, excuse me one 
second…”

Awe crosses Alexandria’s helmeted face as Kat 
thrusts her hand to the sky and summons forth 
a fiery golden pistol with a heavy barrel. The 
hawk’s eyes glow with intensity while the wind 
whips at her cape and she aims her weapon.

The silence before the shot hangs for an eternity 
- and then a lance of fire rips clean through 
the spider-tank and leaves a flaming crater in 
the wall on the other side of the Divide. The 
mechanical terror detonates, and Kat’s robed 
friend moves sheets of metal with mere gestures 
to create cover for himself. The gleaming metal 
colossus doesn’t move, apparently convinced 
that the explosion can do no harm to one as 
mighty as he.

In seconds, the nightmare is over. All the Fallen 
in the area lie dead or have scuttled to the safety 
of darkness, and Alexandria somehow still 
stands. Her saviors waste no time in regrouping.

“What do you have over there?” the large one 
asks.

Kat waves at Alexandria. “Someone who just 
woke up, by the looks of things.”

The robed one chuckles and crosses his arms. 
“That brings me back…”

The moment of peace does not last forever, 
however, as the large one flashes his Ghost and 
summons a flickering vehicle out of pure light 
and thin air. “You can reminisce later; our prey 

is getting further away the longer we dawdle 
here.”

Kat sighs and grabs a pen from a pocket hidden 
somewhere on her vest, jotting something 
down on a scrap of paper. “I don’t know whether 
you’re so rude because you’re a Titan, an Exo, or 
both.”

“Here, newblood.” Kat places the paper into 
Alexandria’s hands and gives her a thumbs-up. 
“We’re a bit busy now, but those are our contact 
codes. Look us up once you get to the Tower and 
we’ll make sure you get off on the right foot!”

Alexandria looks over the scrap as Kat and her 
companions mount  their vehicles and ride 
further into the Cosmodrome, shocked that 
any Guardians who had seen how she handled 
herself would take the time to speak to  her.

“Ghost, are all Guardians like that?” she asks, as 
Kat rides away.

“Some are, if they’ve made a name for 
themselves.”

Alexandria nods her head in understanding 
and looks over the codes again.

“You know,” her Ghost began “If that tank had 
killed you, I could have brought you back.”

“You also could have told me we weren’t alone.” 
Alexandria retorted, quickly scrounging ammo 
off the corpse of a Dreg. “Now lead me to where 
that ship is so we can get to this Tower. We have 
allies to meet.”

N e o n K n i g hts
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Kozak hated 
competing.

Given the choice 
between listening 
to a Hunter jeer 
at his Warlock 
mannerisms and 
having to meet 

Lord Shaxx’s expectations, Kozak would 
happily choose the former. He understood 
the importance of Shaxx’s Crucible and his 
methods, but that didn’t stop Kozak from 
loathing them.

The Iron Banner was at least slightly more 
tolerable, since Lady Efrideet took up 
its operation. The equipment earned for 
participation was well-suited for Kozak’s 
needs: the Dark Age-styled weapons proved 
reliable against the Fallen Splicers still 
occupying the Plaguelands, and the added 
layers of chainmail and fur beneath Kozak’s 
robes made the Cosmodrome winter much 
more bearable.

The only downside to the Iron Banner was 
its freedom. Guardians who had conquered 
dangerous enemies were allowed to use their 
advanced weapons, gear, and Light to their 
fullest potential. With the dawn of the Age of 

Triumph, many of these Guardians no longer 
had worthy, god-like foes to test their power 
against. Most other Guardians were forced 
to work twice as hard to win against these 
champions armed with their SIVA-infused 
weapons, and sheathed in armor repurposed 
from the husks of Oryx’s minions. But, with 
enough creativity, it was possible to defeat 
them.

The Guardian Kozak faced now, however, was 
far more dangerous.

A flaming hammer as bright as the sun arced 
from above and found its mark at Kozak’s feet, 
incinerating him and throwing his ashes into 
the mountain air. He re-materialized at Alpha 
Team’s side of the Crucible arena at Twilight 
Gap.

“I’m starting to wish that the Vanguard never 
allowed Sunbreakers back into practice.” 
Kozak said with a grimace.

“Weren’t you just complaining about that 
Blade Dancer during the last match?” Seacole 
quipped. The Ghost appeared at his side, 
wrapped in a maroon shell.

“That wasn’t complaining. Hunters always 
need to cut corners to be successful at 
anything.” Kozak returned to the firefight at 

Competition
I A N  X .
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Zone A and narrowly dodged a throwing knife. 
“Cheap, repetitive tricks are in their nature.”

Seacole observed Kozak from the safety of her 
personal cloaking, watching him take down 
the Hunter with a fusillade from his auto rifle.

“Sounds like complaining to me.”

Kozak ignored Seacole’s sass as he continued 
on. The Twilight Gap’s somber history was 
always on Kozak’s mind whenever he found 
himself there. Sometimes he thought it 
disrespectful to use the old battlefield as 
grounds for the Crucible. But perhaps there 
was no better way to honor 
the dead.

Such constant thinking 
was one of Kozak’s more 
noticeable weaknesses, as 
proven from his failure to 
notice the ambush planned 
for him.

From around the corner and 
with blinding speed, the 
same Titan who had killed 
Kozak only minutes before 
delivered a forceful punch to 
Kozak’s chest, melting away 
his defenses in a spray of 
flames. Kozak had not even a second of respite 
as the Titan followed with another punch 
directly to his head, gifting his helmet with a 
fist-sized crater.

Seacole once again resurrected Kozak back at 
his team’s side of the field. Kozak cradled his 
gut with one hand and checked his helmet 
with the other, still reeling from the ambush. 
He cursed under his breath as Seacole giggled.

“Iriden isn’t cutting you any slack today, is she? 
I still marvel at how quickly Titans can land 
blows with their fists, despite all their armor. 
What’s a possible way for you to counter that? 

Hmm…maybe you should use a book?”

“Ha ha,” Kozak cupped Seacole in his hand 
and flicked her away, causing her to spin like a 
floating top. “Why am I getting the feeling that 
you’re on her side?”

“I think that feeling is just the buzz you get 
from dying.” Seacole shot back.

“Don’t remind me of my Thanatonaut days 
again, please. Let’s just get back to the fight.”

Seacole vanished as Kozak shouldered his 
rifle and ran back to the fighting, following a 

teammate headed for Zone 
B. Dashing across the upper 
structure of the Twilight 
Gap’s industrial ruins, Kozak 
banked right, stopping in 
his tracks at the ledge which 
overlooked Zone B’s spot in 
the rusty elevator once used 
to ascend the mountain. 
His teammate had already 
jumped down to begin 
neutralizing the Zone.

Kozak’s motion tracker 
blinked red. An enemy was 
approaching from the right 
side of the elevator platform.

It was the Titan, Iriden. Her sights were set 
on defending her Zone. And this time she was 
armed with more than just fists.

“Oh, no.”

“What?” Seacole’s voice sounded in Kozak’s 
helmet.

She had a sword.

“She has a sword.”

“W-what? But why would she use…”

“I’m not surprised.” Kozak smiled. His 
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teammate ahead of him lasted only seconds 
against Iriden and the fiery steel of her Young 
Wolf’s Howl.

“Think you can take her on?” Seacole said.

“Nope. But I’m going to try,” Kozak replied as 
he got a running start and glided into the air.

Drawing Void Light into an open hand, Kozak 
lobbed an Axion Bolt at the ground. The 
grenade sent out a lone seeker which splashed 
against Iriden’s shields, damaging them. 

He struck her with an open palm just before his 
boots hit the floor, but Iriden hardly flinched 
from his assault and swung her sword at his 
torso. 

The blade missed Kozak by a hair as he landed 
in a slide. Iriden’s shields were down. It was 
now or never.

With auto rifle in hand, Kozak spun himself 
around and squeezed the trigger. A few shots 
found their mark, but it was too little too late. 
The Titan circled and struck Kozak with a 
swift blow to his shoulder armor, sending him 
face first to the ground. 

For a split second Kozak thought his arm had 
been sliced off, though he quickly realized it 
was only numb from the intense pain.

“Agh…Yep…I should’ve…hit her again…”

The Iron horn bellowed. Bravo Team was 
declared the victor.

Iriden lowered her sword to her side and 
offered her hand to her best friend.

“You okay, Kozak?”

Kozak groaned as Iriden lifted him to his feet. 
“Yeah, I’m ok. Nothing Seacole can’t fix.”

As Seacole rematerialized, so too did Iriden’s 
Ghost. He muttered to himself, not seeming to 
notice anyone else.

“…Reputation increased, faction rank 
achieved, Iron Banner bounty complete, 
Crucible rep booster still active with one hour 
and twenty eight minutes to go. Done! Hello-”

“Percy!” Seacole zoomed over to him, “Did you 
see how intense that was? Iriden topped the 
leaderboard again!”

“Unfortunately, I was too preoccupied with 
managing data to watch the match itself, but 
the results certainly do not lie. Kozak fared 
well himself, despite failing to remember the 
importance of teamwork in Control.”

“I know, Percy, I was there.” Kozak sagged. 
Iriden clasped his uninjured shoulder and 
pulled him into a hug.

“Don’t be so hard on yourself. You nearly beat 
me just then. If you had gone for the punch, 
you might have gained the upper hand.”

Kozak shook his head as Iriden let go. “The last 
time I tried punching a Titan, I broke my hand. 
It’s why I try to stay more than an arm’s length 
away from Shaxx.”

Iriden laughed heartily. “You didn’t have to hit 
him, you know.”

“Lesson learned.”

“Then perhaps you should take additional 
lessons from Ikora. I hear she was one of the 
best the Crucible ever saw. Come on, let’s get 
back to Felwinter Peak. We deserve a rest.”

Sheathing her sword on her back, Iriden made 
her way back to the transmat zone with Percy 
at her side. Kozak quickly brushed the dirt off 
his coat and caught up with them, asking Iriden 
about her choice of tactics as Seacole tended to 
her Guardian’s wounds while chatting with 
Percy.

Iriden’s Light felt like no other Light Kozak had 
ever known. Ever since they had first crossed 
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paths on Venus, they’d quickly forged a bond. 
Of friendship and siblinghood, and perhaps 
something more. Kozak could never find the 
right words to explain it, but he did know one 
thing: their Light had survived everything 
they had faced.

Neither of them had stared down the ancient 
terrors that the Darkness had sent as others 
had, but Kozak knew that should another 

danger come, it would not stop them. Nothing 
would. Not another Hive God-King. Not a new 
Kell of Kells. Not a Vex machination intent 
on  rewriting time. Not the damn Crucible. 
Not even a Cabal fleet bent on swallowing 
everything in its way. So long as they stood 
together, their Light would always prevail.

Kozak hated competing. But Iriden loved it. 
And that was enough for him.
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“Are we lost?” Jesk 
glared at the field of 
hovering spires. “We 
sure seem lost.”

Taben and his Ghost 
examined a nearby 
particle stream. “I 
believe ‘lost’ is the 

norm here.”

Jesk kicked a pebble over the ledge, watching it 
tumble into the dark. “That’s helpful.”

“We shouldn’t linger.” Okir-8 held a shotgun at 
the ready, watching for movement from behind 
her helmet. “Are you finished yet, Taben?”

“I’ve hardly begun. All I’ve learned is how little 
I know.”

The platform beneath their feet erupted with 
an internal light, growing steadily brighter. 
Jesk raised her hands, eyes wide. “I didn’t touch 
anything.”

“We’re leaving the platform’s timeline,” Taben 
said, shielding his eyes against the glow.

“What does th-?” Jesk was cut off as the 
Guardians entered free fall, rushing into the 
void below at gathering speed.

“Go for that ledge!” Okir yelled, pointing at an 

outcropping of stone below them.

Summoning their Light, the three leapt off 
of thin air. Okir crashed into the ledge, Jesk 
landed lightly behind, followed last by Taben, 
who floated onto the rock as softly as a whisper.

“Can someone explain what’s going on here? 
In small words, please,” Jesk asked, fingers 
tapping her knife’s handle.

“The Vault acts as a temporal conflux,” Taben 
said. Jesk glared at the Warlock. 

Taben sighed. “A crossroads of time. We’re 
shifting in and out of various timelines.”

“Uh huh. And what happens if it shifts to a time 
before this place existed? Are we gonna find 
ourselves buried under miles of rock?”

“The Vault’s always existed. Anything that 
sets foot in here enters a non-sequential time 
stream, placing that entity at any and all points 
of the continuum. Assuming they know how to 
traverse it, of course.”

Okir peered into the darkness below. “I see 
something down there. Lights.”

“Please let it be something I can shoot.” Jesk 
pulled her hand cannon from its holster. “I 
need to work through some stuff.”
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“Guns won’t solve this,” Taben began, but Jesk 
had already leapt off the ledge. He turned to 
Orik. “There’s more at stake here.”

“I understand this mission isn’t conventional, 
but we need to proceed. We’re not here to 
gather data.” With that, Okir chased after Jesk. 
Taben sighed and dropped into the dark.

They landed in a firefight. Jesk was already 
unloading her hand cannon into the crowd, 
each bullet shattering frail containers of Vex 
fluid, spilling the life from the machines. Okir 
summoned a Ward, shielding herself and Taben 
behind a dome of purple. Roaring, Okir leapt 
from the bubble, firing with furious precision 
at the oncoming Goblins.

Ignoring the din of combat outside the Ward, 
Taben knelt to examine the incandescent 
shapes hovering just above the cavern’s 
artificial floor, perfect in their geometry and 
purposeful in their rotations. Their dizzying 
gyrations seemed eager to convey something, 
something that eluded Taben’s racing mind. 
The relationship between axis and vector, 
perhaps a code, or a message…

“Taben!”

The thought left him as he looked up and 
found Orik and Jesk pinned by fire. The 

Warlock soared upwards through 
the shimmering dome, followed 

by the red eyes of the Vex, but 

before a shot could be fired, he launched three 
rippling orbs into their ranks. The screeches of 
the machines melted into the void. The cavern 
grew silent.

Landing gently beside Okir, Taben turned and 
saw that the odd shapes had vanished. He 
sighed.

“Wonder what’s going on over there,” Jesk 
remarked.

Turning to look where Jesk’s finger pointed, the 
Guardians saw another legion of Vex far across 
the immense chamber, firing on something out 
of sight.

“Another fireteam crashing our party? Rude.”

Okir shook her head. “The Vanguard only sent 
us.”

Jesk shrugged. “Could be worth looking into, 
then.”

“Fine, but do not engage unless necessary.”

Jesk sprinted ahead, followed by her 
companions. Nearer to the melee, the Hunter 
dove behind a pillar of rough metal and peered 
out from behind the structure.

“Looks like they’re firing on…” She stopped. For 
the first time since her Ghost had found her in 
a crumbling North American Empire bunker, 
Jesk was at a loss for words.

The Warlock, however, was not so easily awed. 
“Us.”

Sol Primeval
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Ahead of them, a Titan and a Hunter fired at 
the oncoming Vex, while a Warlock knelt in the 
safety of a purple dome, examining the floor.

Okir ignored the distraction. “We need to keep 
moving. Remember the mission.”

Jesk slumped against the pillar. “Find Atheon, 
kill Atheon. We remember just fine. Problem 
is, we can’t kill what we can’t find. This place 
is a maze, even without this weird time crap 
thrown in the mix.”

Taben continued to watch as the Warlock - 
himself - leapt into the air and erased the Vex. 
Soon after, something caught the fireteam’s 
attention and they ran to investigate, sprinting 
into the darkness and out of sight. “She’s right,” 
he said after a long moment of quiet.

Orik seemed shocked. “You agree with her?”

“I do. We aren’t prepared for this. How could we 
be? We need to escape, and survive.”

“We’re Guardians. Survival is a luxury, not a 
guarantee. The Vanguard sent us because we’re 
three of the best. We eliminate Atheon or we 
die in the effort.”

“You don’t understand the power here, Okir. 
This place weaves the fabric we call reality. 
You think we came here willingly, but what if 
the Vault predetermined our presence? When 
Kabr, Praedyth, and Pahanin entered the 
Vault, they wove their pattern into the tapestry 
of ages. Now here we are, fitting the mold, 
continuing the pattern. The stalwart Titan, the 
inquisitive Warlock, the mischievous Hunter. 
We go in threes, as a fireteam, but did we make 
that choice or did the first fireteam to enter this 
place set that thread into the fabric?”

Orik frowned. “So we’re here because the Vault 
wants us to be?”

“No. We’re here because when something 
enters the Vault, it enters all points in time. 

Kabr’s fireteam set the cycle in motion, we’re 
just the next revolution.”

Jesk was distracted by a noise behind her. “Hey, 
uh, we’re back.”

Okir watched again as the three familiar 
Guardians fought the Vex before striking off, 
stuck in a loop. Okir wondered where she stood 
in this loop, if she was its progenitor or just 
another shadow following the path to some 
foregone conclusion…

“It doesn’t matter,” she nearly shouted, drawing 
surprised looks from her fireteam. She lifted 
her shotgun, eager to handle something 
tangible. “We find Atheon. Now move out.”

Taben glowered, but didn’t argue further. Okir 
chose a direction and marched with purpose 
through a series of tunnels carved by bubbling 
streams.

After hours of wandering, they at last came to 
a ledge overlooking a grand platform, a column 
of light bathing its center. Vex swarmed around 
three embattled Guardians, their situation 
growing more dire with each passing second. 
The Titan wore a repurposed Vex chassis as 
armor.

“Guardians under fire. Jesk!”

Jesk cradled her sniper rifle against her shoulder, 
peering down its scope. Understanding struck 
Taben, but he reached for the rifle too late.

“Don’t! You’ll break our timestre-”

The bullet left the rifle’s long barrel and crossed 
the dark chasm. As its tip made contact with a 
minotaur’s eye, Taben’s words ceased. Sound, 
place, and self all vanished as the fireteam 
found itself hurtling through a roaring tunnel 
of light. Images flashed by, slow enough to see 
but too fast to comprehend.

A broken fleet circling Saturn. The Traveler, floating 
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whole over an exuberant city. The Tower burning 
beneath red skies. A hooded Exo standing on the slopes 
of a sulfur volcano, her rifle at the ready. The Speaker 
cradling a broken mask in his aging hands.

Days passed, or seconds. Jesk closed her eyes, 
not wanting to see more, and was lost to the 
stream. Okir roared soundlessly at the flurry of 
scenes, unwilling to surrender. Taben watched 
and struggled to understand.

Armored hands building a wall. A woman in furs 
holding a stone spear, a Ghost at her shoulder. The 
Traveler orbiting a pale blue sun. The Earth alone in 
a dark sky.

At this, Orik choked and gave in, losing herself. 
Taben continued to watch, and continues still, 
through all the ages and their cycles.

***

The Guardians passed through the dull brass 
door. Jesk reloaded her hand cannon. “That was 
fun.”

Taben scanned the interior. “The simple part is 
behind us. Keep your wits about you.”

“Come on. Everyone knows the hardest part of 
breaking into a Vault is getting the door open.”

“We will face far worse things inside.”

“Well, that’s why we brought guns.”

Taben smirked, despite himself. Okir noticed 
and clapped him on the shoulder. “Let’s head 
in. Jesk, you take point.”

Jesk gave a mock salute and together they 
marched into the dark, unafraid of what the 
future might hold. They were Guardians and 
this was their duty.
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Vault of Glass
P O L U X  /  H Y A K U N A N A
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Cayde-6 was not 
coming back. Master 
Rahool had suspected 
as much as soon as 
the blasted Exo had 
slouched out the door. 
Now, staring down at 
his present company, 
he was certain of it.

Five children were crammed into his study, 
shuffling their feet, sniffing runny noses, and 
touching everything. The tiny room was hardly 
meant for one person, let alone a class of Foundry 
District primary schoolers on a field trip. They 
stared at him with vulgar curiosity and bored 
insolence. He folded his hands on top of his 
expansive desk and struggled to remain calm, 
feeling as though the furniture was a fortress 
against a horde of fidgety Fallen.

A small girl in a blue scarf eyed him suspiciously.

“Are you a Guardian?” she asked.

“Ah, no.”

The children shared disapproving glances.

“I am Master Rahool, the Master Cryptarch for 
the Tower and the City,” he amended.

Blank stares.

“Do you have a ship?” a little Awoken boy asked, 
playing with a globe on the desk. Rahool edged 
his paperwork away. The child’s hands were 
smeared with jam from their picnic lunches. 
They still carried their lunch pails with them.

“No, I do not.”

“I have to go potty!” a large boy whined.

“Er…hold it, please.” The only thing more 
terrifying than five children in his study was the 
thought of five children set loose in his Archives. 
“I’m certain Cayde will be back shortly.” That was 
a blasted lie, and he knew it.

“What’s on your head?” a pigtailed girl asked.

“It’s a cowl. A symbol of my Order.”

“Do you have hair?” a sniffly little boy asked.

“Do I – what?”

“My mommy says daddy doesn’t have any hair 
because he wears hats all the time,” Pigtail Girl 
said.

“Oh, well, I don’t think –”

“What’s this?” Jam Hands asked, holding up 
a wood carving that normally rested on a 
bookshelf.

“It’s very delicate and rare. Do put it down.”

Field Trip
B R Y N N A  /  

U / D O G M E A T H A S D I E D
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“Why do you talk funny?” Sniffly Boy asked.

“I beg your pardon?”

“Same reason you do, shrimp!” Large Boy scoffed 
at his smaller classmate. “He’s not from the 
City, just like how you’re from the dum-dum 
provinces!”

A few snickers followed. Sniffly Boy’s face 
flushed.

“Now, now,” Rahool sighed. “Let’s not be calling 
names.” He turned to Sniffly Boy. “It’s called an 
accent. I too was born rather far from the City.”

“Are you going to accept my sister into the 
Cryptarchs? She’s taking the entrance exams 
next month.” A tall girl spoke up. She had 
a decidedly bossy look that minded 
him of a Primarch’s disapproving 
stare.

“That depends on how she 
does.”

“I want to be a 
Guardian!” Large Boy 
declared.

“Don’t we all,” Rahool sighed.

“I’m gonna be a Titan!” Large Boy 
boasted.

“Nuh uh!” Sniffly Boy jutted his chin out.

“Am too!”

“You can’t!” Sniffly Boy cried. “You’re just a kid!”

“Can too! I’ll ask Commander Zavala right now!”

“No, you won’t!”

“I want to be a Hunter!” Pigtail Girl cried.

“Warlocks are better,” Bossy Girl sniffed.

“You guys can’t be any of those!” Sniffly Boy 
stomped his foot. “Guardians aren’t regular 
people! Don’t you know anything?”

“Mister Rahool, can she be a Hunter?” Bossy Girl 
outright glared at the Cryptarch, daring him to 
contradict their wishes. Rahool put on what he 
hoped was a cheerful looking smile.

“I think it’s just fine being a kid, don’t you?”

“No! You can’t do nothing!” Sniffly Boy sulked, 
kicking the leg of a nearby chair.

“Can’t do anything,” Rahool corrected him. “And 
who says?”

“The Fallen come and take your house,” Sniffly 
Boy kicked the chair leg over and over. A stack 
of books perched upon the cushion wobbled. 

Rahool’s heart sank, as much at the boy’s 
admission as at the other children’s quiet, 

resigned agreement.

“I’m not afraid of Fallen!” Large Boy 
suddenly boasted. “My mom 

works for City Security and 
she says they’re stupid!”

A storm of assertions 
followed, each of the 

children seeking to outdo 
the one before.

“My dad is a Foundry worker!”

“My dad makes clothes!”

“My cousin fixes Frames!”

“My sister works on a train!”

“My mom makes houses have electricity!”

“My brother drives a crane!”

Sensing an opportunity to reign in the chaos, 
Rahool cleared his throat.

“All right, children. Tell me what you’re going to 
be when you grow up – ah, besides a Guardian.”

Five hands shot up.

He nodded at Scarf Girl. “Yes?”
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“A veterinarian! I love horses!”

“Wonderful.”

“A pilot!” Pigtail Girl cried.

“Excellent.”

“City Security!” Large Boy said. “And a Titan,” he 
added, dark eyes squinting a challenge.

“Of course.”

“A writer,” Bossy Girl said. “And a doctor, an 
architect, and a famous painter.”

“My goodness.”

“I’m gonna be a famous actor 
like Denish Alton!” Jam 
Hands said.

“I’m gonna be a Sparrow 
racer like Marcus Ren!” 
Sniffly Boy grinned.

“You can’t even ride a 
bike!” Large Boy sneered.

“Can too!”

“Have any of you 
considered the 
Cryptarchy?” Rahool cut in.

Blank stares.

“What do they do?” Sniffly Boy asked.

“They’re teachers,” Jam Hands said.

“We do teach from time to time, yes,” Rahool 
said. “We also do plenty of exciting research!”

A couple of the children sighed and glanced at 
the Archive hallways.

“We also help Guardians.”

Five pairs of eyes fastened on him. Now he had 
their interest. So much for the Cryptarchy 
standing on its own merits.

“How?” Bossy Girl demanded.

“Well, Guardians often come to us with questions 
about technology, or with a rare engram to 
decrypt.”

“Do you fight?” Large Boy frowned.

“No,” Rahool chuckled. “That’s a Guardian’s 
business.”

“Fighting is how I want to help,” Large Boy said. 
“That’s why I’m gonna be a Titan.”

“We all help in whatever ways we can. Everyone’s 
contribution is valid in the fight against the 

Darkness.”

The children eyed him skeptically. 
Blessed Light, it felt like 

facing the Consensus 
during a budget appeal!

“Do you make Ghosts?” 
Pigtail Girl asked. “My 
Nana says Ghosts come 
from the Tower.”

“Oh, I love Ghosts!” Scarf 
Girl squealed. “They’re so 
cute!”

“The Traveler makes 
Ghosts,” Rahool explained.

“Duh!” Large Boy rolled his eyes at 
Pigtail Girl.

“You didn’t know that!” Sniffly Boy glowered.

“Did too!”

“Did not!”

“Did too!”

“That’s quite enough, lads!” Rahool stared the 
boys down. Cayde was never, ever going to hear 
the end of this. The Tower could be falling and 
still he’d be sure to remind the Exo how much 
he did not appreciate being made impromptu 
babysitter.

Fi e l d Trip
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He rubbed the bridge of his nose and his gaze fell 
upon the little jar of engram candies he kept on 
the corner of his desk.

“You’ve been visiting the Tower today,” he said. 
“So you must know all about it by now. Who can 
tell me where the ships are kept?”

“The hangar?” Scarf Girl offered.

“Correct.” Rahool reached into the jar and picked 
out one of the candies, tossing it to the surprised 
little girl. The other children stood up straighter, 
eyes flicking back and forth between her prize 
and the jar, until he tossed each of them a candy 
in turn.

“And who might I find in the North Tower 
Observatory, if I had a petition to 
make?”

“The Speaker!” Bossy Girl cried.

“Right you are.”

She caught the candy, 
casting a triumphant 
smile at her excited peers 
as they caught their own 
rewards.

“Ask another question!” Large Boy 
demanded.

“Let’s see…” Rahool made a show of 
thinking. “Who is in charge of the Crucible?”

“That’s easy!” Large Boy thundered. “Lord Shaxx! 
He’s the best!”

“Indeed.” Rahool tossed out more candies.

And so it went. Each time one answered a 
question, the group received a reward. The 
children began to encourage each other, arguing 
about the correct answer until consensus was 
achieved. It was a pretty game, until the jar 
began to run low and Rahool began to be at a loss 
for new questions. He glanced at his desk clock. 

It had been half an hour since Cayde had said 
he’d “Be right back.” What would he do when the 
candies ran out? 

He was saved from that assuredly awful fate 
by the arrival of Ikora Rey. She had a subdued-
looking Cayde in tow.

The children gaped at the Warlock Vanguard.

“Children,” Ikora Rey called, “Would you like 
Cayde to show you the Tower gardens?”

Re-energized by their sugary snacks, the five 
jumped up and down in tremendous excitement. 
Cayde’s shoulders slumped in resignation. Jam 

Hands gripped the Hunter’s cloak, squeezing 
melted sugar firmly into the fibers.

“Goodbye, Mister Rahool!” the 
children chorused. He gave them 

each another candy on their 
way out.

Ikora watched Cayde 
lead the gaggle down 
the halls and out of 

sight.

“You handled that well,” she 
said. “Thank you for watching 

them until Cayde could be found.”

“It was no trouble,” Rahool lied. “Perhaps 
now we’ll have some future Cryptarchs.”

Ikora raised a dubious eyebrow. “Perhaps.”

She swept out of the study, leaving him alone at 
last.

Rahool sighed and unwrapped a candy for 
himself.

Fi e l d Trip
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I. Earth

It’s lonely here, 
where the familiar meets the unknown. 
We walk through rusted metal carcasses 
and reminisce about days long past. 
Sometimes, when we close our eyes and ignore the sound of gunshots in the distance, 
it’s as if we’re back home again. 
No cares, 
no concerns, 
just the two of us with the wind at our backs 
and endless opportunities ahead.

II. Moon

I want to worship you, 
want to build shrines to your brilliance. 
You can’t see it in yourself, I know, 
but there’s a radiance that needs to be captured. 
When you ask where I’d build them, I merely point up. 
We don’t talk about what’s already there, 
how every Light has its Darkness; 
the time for business can wait, and I have blueprints to make in my mind.

III. Asteroid Belt

They say that every relationship has a rocky patch; 
Perhaps they didn’t mean it quite so literally. 
Thank god you’re a good navigator, 
or else we’d just be one more ship drifting among the stars.

 IV. Venus

Remember the Garden? 
How flowers blossomed there, 
a collage of color so vivid, 
it was as if we were dreaming in technicolor. 
If they’d asked, we would have come up with new names for them: 
the flowers, the colors, 
the feeling of being there with you. 
Scholars would look back and say that words couldn’t describe the Garden, but we’d know better.

N I C O L E  P A O L I

Ghost Fragments – New Mythologies

V. Mars

Time runs its course eventually. 
Was it you who left first, 
wandering the red deserts in hopes of finding…something? 
Or did I wander off without thinking,aimlessly meandering before collapsing in the ruins of 
some ancient city or another. 
Maybe we’ll find each other again, the way we did before. 
In my dreams, I see a Tower. 
I see you, and a Tower, 
and a desert of bones between us. 
In my waking hours, I see Babel, 
a specter from my past, an ocean of rust that burns my feet.

VI. Mercury

They say it's lonely at the top. 
I wanted to tell you this, but you aren't here now. 
There's a Lighthouse that was supposed to guide us; 
I follow it towards what I can only hope is salvation. 
Instead of you, I find warmth, 
find heat that spreads to my bones, 
makes me feel for the first time since you left. 
This place was supposed to be ours, 
an oasis in the desert of space. 
Instead, it's a mirage that I cling to in hopes that one day you'll appear in the illusion.

VII. The Reef

When I first drifted out beyond the light of the stars, I was not afraid. 
You were by my side, waiting for me to catch my breath. 
Patience was your strength, not mine though. 
Now, I drift there again for a time, 
let myself get lost in order to feel closer to you. To my 
thoughts. To the growing space between us.

VIII. The Dreadnought

There's a hole inside of me that needs to be filled. 
I don't recognize it at first, of course because introspection was never my strong suit. 
If I'd stopped to pay attention, 
perhaps I'd have felt it there. 
Instead, I let it linger, fester, grow life of its own. 
One day, perhaps, you'll come back and find that the place 
you occupied is now a garden of decay.
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I was not alive 
for the death 
of  our Kell.

But I saw the murder
of  our God with my

own four eyes.

I survived the blades 
of  the Silent Fang-

I even thrived against the Taken,
as our kin were being stolen from us.

Twice.

Last Lament
A L E X  P H E L P S  ( W R I T E R ) ,  I N K  ( A R T I S T )
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- And look where 
that got us.

I was amongst the 
first to receive the 
miracle of  Aksis.

The fire within me is extinguished. 
We have lost too much and I have 

given all I have for my people.

But you, new blood, 
with light in 

your eyes and ether in 
your lungs-

hear this Devil’s last 
lament.

Kill. Them. Back.

I am done.
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When your neck breaks - if you’re still 
conscious by that point - you can hear it. 
People will tell you that that’s a myth, but 
it’s not. The sound of it echoes in whatever’s 
left of your skull and you can feel it in every 
inch of your body. Your brain stem connects 
to your spinal cord via your neck, so it makes 
sense that when that breaks, every part 
of you is affected in some way. And that’s 
true for everybody: human, Exo, Awoken; 
hell, the Fallen and Cabal are bipeds with 
a central nervous system too. The Vex are 
different…Hive? I don’t know. They have 
exoskeletons, don’t they? 

Anyway.

The sound itself is the exact same noise a 
twig makes when you step on it. And, let 
me tell you: that is the scariest noise in the 
known universe; a dry branch snapping 
underfoot while you’re creeping through 
some Light-forsaken wooded area outside 
an enemy encampment. You look back at 
the people you’re supposed to be leading 
valiantly into battle and even behind their 
helmets you can tell how horrified (and 
disappointed) they are.

Now, I’m not trying to frighten you. About 
the neck thing, I mean. You should be afraid 
of snapping a twig on a stealth mission. 
Hunters especially. You’re the scouts, for 
Traveler’s sake. That kind of fear will keep 
you and your Fireteam alive. I can’t tell 
you how many times I’ve died because of 
someone else’s twig. 

I’m getting off track again, but your neck 
snapping isn’t really that scary. You usually 
die right away, so it’s fine. Well, unless 
your team was counting on you, then it 
kind of sucks. Otherwise, you’ll be back 
soon enough and everyone can get on with 
whatever they were doing.

Super Good 
Advice
A GUIDE FOR KIND-
ER-GUARDIANS AND 
INEXPERIENCED WAR-
RIORS OF THE LIGHT 
EXCERPT #92

H A L E Y  H U L A N

But sometimes - and here’s the actual 
problem - you don’t die right away. 
Sometimes you lie there for a little while, 
watching the blackness at the edge of your 
vision creep across what you can see. And 
let me tell you, when you’re dying, whatever 
you can see is the most beautiful thing you 
have ever laid eyes on; whether that’s the 
mountains of Venus or the endless vastness 
of a Martian desert or some hole between 
two rocks on the Moon. Sometimes my Ghost 
floats in front of my face for the few seconds 
it takes for me to conk out (It’s easier for her 
to let me die and do a full revive then get to 
work knitting me back together). I watch 
her bobbing in the air there and I hear her 
voice in my head and…dying is never a good 
experience, but it’s part of her job to make 
it better.

Eventually, though, one of the black edges 
will touch the other and the only things you 
can sense anymore are the blood pouring 
out of wherever it’s pouring out of, the 
echo of your own labored breathing, your 
Ghost soothing you…and the distant sound 
of gunshots that are still ringing on the 
battlefield because your bitch ass Fireteam 
hasn’t even noticed that you died yet.

These entries are supposed to be about 
teaching the new generation of Guardians 
how to cope with what we do out there every 
day on every single one of those battlefields. 
I’m here to teach you what not to do, and 
that’s ignore your Ghost when they tell you 
that one of your teammates just breathed 
their last breath. I know that it can be 
frightening and intimidating the first time 
one of your own falls and you’re tasked with 
lending them some Light and shoving their 
soul back into their body (if you believe in 
souls, I guess? There isn’t a lot of sufficient 
terminology for what we are). But the fact 

remains:

Your Ghost told you that for a reason, newbie.

When you’re out there with your team - 
even if you’ve only been fighting with these 
particular assholes for seven and a half 
minutes - and you’re shooting everything 
that moves and the Hobgoblins keep putting 
up those stupid shields of theirs and the 
Darkness is getting thicker and suppressing 
every skill you thought you had…When 
Random Minion Number Six has hacked 
away the last of someone’s health behind 
you and you hear “Guardian Down”, you turn 
around and look at who it is. And then you 
do your damndest to get to them and bring 
them back. Because they would do the same 
for you. Because they’re your teammates. 

And because they just fucking died, you 
absolute walnut! You’re down a gun and 
two million Hive Thralls are pouring out 
of holes in the fucking walls! Stop standing 
there and go revive your teammate!

Strike
/str k/
-noun-
• An attack or military assault• A thing Zavala keeps making me do• A great way to make your armor filthy • Hive are disgusting• I need a shower
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Time is a funny thing.

It can pass by in a blur 
or slow to a painful 
crawl. Sometimes 
you wait desperately 
for it to pass and 
sometimes it slips 
right through your 

fingers. And nothing, not one thing, is free 
from the scrutiny of time. All things eventually 
wither away before it; sometimes in a few 
minutes, sometimes in a few millenia. Things 
change, people change, and when you stand 
before time’s inexorable strength, you too 
will eventually crumble…come out a different 
individual. Such is the fickle and uncaring 
nature of time.

And such is how I came to be here: a Captain of a 
House once proud, of a race once more so. I was 
not there for the Whirlwind, when the Great 
Machine left us to our fate. Nor was I there for 
many of the years we spent searching for it. 
But I was there when we found its signal again, 
closer, just within reach. I was there when we 
planted our feet firmly on the ground of Earth 
and sought it out beneath banners as crimson 
as the blood of those we slew to recover it from. 

Back then I was young and headstrong but 

had already earned my worth, with a group of 
my own to command, and I was as merciless 
in my tactics as I was in direct combat. Back 
then I believed what we all believed: that the 
Whirlwind had come and gone and we would 
have no trouble taking back what was ours 
from a dying race worse off than us. 

Back then I felt the same sting of betrayal as my 
Kell, my Archon, my brothers and sisters and 
comrades, when we found it had stayed, had 
gifted these creatures with the strength and 
abilities to hold on to it and and hold on strongly. 
What had we done so differently that we had 
been deemed unworthy of such a boon when we 
needed it most? What sort of difference would 
such a gift have made even to Chelchis, who 
stood before the maw so selflessly so we might 
flee?

Indeed, time is a fickle thing. It can reduce a 
once-proud House to a shell that clings to past 
traditions in a desperate attempt to stick with 
the old ways. To anything that is familiar. It 
can cause a once-weak foe to grow stronger and 
stronger whilst you grow weaker and weaker. It 
can bring that already crumbling House to its 
knees…and beat it even lower.

I’ve seen it all and I’ve had a lot of time to think. 
To fight an endless war against endless foes and 

N E V E R M O R E 0 8 4

Old and Grey
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simply grow weary of it all. I don’t remember 
when I lost my hate for the humans, when I 
simply began to wander for longer and longer 
on my own. Perhaps it was when our Archon 
had finally been killed and our Prime not long 
after, when our House began to truly crumble. 
Perhaps it was when Sichiliks, the last member 
of my original squad, was finally picked off like 
a rodent by a stray Guardian simply out and 
about.

I don’t rightly know, but I’ve long since lost the 
care to ask. When you stop letting such hate, 
such thoughts of betrayal and revenge and 
conquest to consume you, life comes to light 
in a way you’ve never seen before. You begin to 
notice the beauty of the landscape, how the cool 
winter breeze feels across your hide when you 
stop and close your eyes. You stop taking for 
granted the days you’ve lived and those you’ve 
barely survived; as well as the small things, 
such as the stars. You become privy to the world 
and its workings and you understand so much 
more than once you did or thought to even care 
about.

My skills do not go to waste, though. Every day 
I weed out more of our true foe, the Hive, who 
do naught but consume and leave festering rot 
in their wake. I’ve studied the tales and read 
much of the lore of the humans as well, and 
have learned a great deal, made connections 
that perhaps might once have been used to help 
my House. However, there is not much left of it 
now, let alone much left to be helped.

I suppose that is how I ended up here, clutching 
my side as Ether leaks between my fingers, my 
armor cracked and my lower left arm dangling 
limply at my side. Every ragged breath is a 
biting pain in my chest and every muscle begs 
for reprieve. It’s difficult to drag myself to my 
feet at first, but eventually I manage to stand 
and survey my work.

Piles of ash and empty armor lie strewn about, 
fires and scorch marks alike dotting near every 
surface of the ruins of this place; perhaps once 
a market of some sort, long since reclaimed by 
nature. I’d held my own once more, this time 
against forces I’d had no business surviving, but 
it had been to my luck and detriment that a pair 
of Guardians had shown up. They’d thinned the 
herd out very well, made it manageable, even if 
I had wondered how I might escape their notice 
as well as that of the Hive.

Misfortune struck them however; a Wizard 
overwhelmed them and after felling one it 
snatched their Ghost and made off, no doubt 
to devour its Light. Together the remaining 
Guardian and I extinguished the rest of the 
vermin. When all was said and done, I put a 
wire rifle bolt through their skull before they 
even looked my way.

Here I am now, hobbling over to their body like 
the shambling corpse I no doubt deserve to be. 
As I near, I catch movement in the corner of my 
vision, fast and low. Old and injured though I 
am, I still have the strength and reflexes of my 
youth, and I manage to snatch the tiny light 
from the air before it can breathe Light and life 
back into its charge, raising its single eye to my 
four.

It twitches and struggles in my grasp but I hold 
it firmly, the two of us watching one another 
in silence. The Guardian is young, as was their 
companion, their equipment barely equal to a 
threat such as what they went up against. How 
easy it would be to snuff out their Light here 
and now.

Instead, I speak. 

“Inform them to be better aware of their flank 
and shield management. Next time it may not 
cost so much life.” 

I turn and discard the floating machine as I 
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begin to make my way off, ignoring what pain 
I can.

It is easy to hold onto hate. It is harder, however, 
to know when your efforts are in vain, to know 
when you are losing and that the foe you 
thought unworthy has long since earned their 
right to live. Earned the right to something we 
are no longer worthy of ourselves.

That is indeed the fickle thing about time. 
Where it can sow ruin, so too can it grant 
strength to those that face its challenges. That 
much is evident in their City and perhaps, one 
day, it will be evident in the Guardian I have 
spared. 

Who knows…they may yet be the best hope for 
us all.

O l d a n d G rey

Some Guardians say
 that not all 

Fallen hate Guardi
ans. Like Variks. 

You know V
ariks, yes? 

Sorry, bad j
oke.

Maybe I'm ignorant. Maybe I'm just an 
undead murderer. But whatever I am, 

I've seen too many human skulls to 
take any chances.



N A K S U  ” F A Z I K K U ”  K I H L A K A S K I

Not A King



S .  F O W L E R  /  P I N S T R I P E S

Radiance
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“You know what they 
can do to us, right?”

“Yes.” Alaine-28 
loaded her rifle 
methodically. It was 
a comforting action, 
like scratching an 
itch that wouldn’t go 

away. 

“Flay the light from our bones,” Fenrir 
answered. The big Titan sounded excited 
about it, but then, he sounded excited about 
everything. 

The Thrall’s screams sounded closer. The 
shuffling and scraping echoed weirdly 
through the cavern.

The young, nervous Warlock - kid had a name, 
but Alaine was awful with names - resettled 
his grip on his hand cannon. “You’d think 
they’d be more worried about the Splicer 
raiders.” 

“The Thrall don’t care,” Fenrir told him, 
“They’re just hungry for Light. I always felt I 
wanted to spend my life on the Moon. ‘For I 
have slipped the surly bonds…’” 
He shrugged. “I admit I expected 
it to be a longer life.”

Alaine rolled her eyes behind her helmet and 
edged past the Titan to peek out of their little 
crevice. It was nearly pitch black inside the 
cave. It seemed unused, though she wasn’t 
sure that was the sort of term you applied to 
the Hellmouth.  

It also seemed like a dead end. 

The young Warlock peered over her shoulder. 
“Will it matter how many of them we kill?”

Alaine shrugged. “Maybe. You never know 
what might matter. Fenrir, do you still have 
enough left to rip those columns down at the 
entrance?”

“Hmm, yes. Just.”

“Do it.” She pulled her cloak’s hood back down 
from her helmet. “Hold off on your super 
abilities. If we can bottleneck them, we can 
toss a grenade in, then start burning ammo.”

The Warlock looked between them. “And 
then?”

Fenrir marched past him, rolling his shoulders 
and chuckling. “A blaze of glory.”

Alaine sighed. “Do you have a name, Warlock?”

“For the love of the Traveler, woman, it’s 
Monclar,” Fenrir said. He braced himself next 

Into the Mouth of Hell
S I L V E R H E A R T
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to one of the carved columns at the cavern’s 
entrance. Light flicked over his arms and 
shoulders, fighting back darkness and dread. 
He hugged the column and lifted it, tipping it 
into a half-controlled fall.

The Light faded from around the Titan and 
he grunted. “That’s all I’ve got left. I’m sorry, 
Alaine.”

“It won’t matter much.” She jumped up to the 
entrance. The tipped column left a low triangle 
of a gap, enough to control entry to the cavern 
for a time. 

The screams of the Thralls echoed closer. A 
pale twisted head came around the corner of 
the corridor and howled as it spotted her. 

“Here we go!” Alaine tossed a grenade and 
turned to leap to the cavern’s high point. “Up! 
Best vantage!”

The other two followed her, and then Alaine 
starting counting, a solid counterpoint in her 
mind against the swelling cacophony of the 
Thralls. 

One…two…three long seconds stretched out 
into the cavern’s weighted gloom.

The Thralls flooded in through the narrow 
opening in a squirming mass of ashen flesh. 
Their frenzy overrode what little 
thought they were capable of; they 
clawed at the walls and each other 
in mad hunger. 

The three Guardians sent rifle fire ripping 
into the ravening horde. The ash of the dead 
coated the Thrall, but they kept coming.  Claws 
skittered against pale stone as they picked up 
on the location of the Guardians and swarmed 
towards them.

Alaine pulled her shotgun from her back. A 
screaming Thrall charged her, claws slashing 
wildly. She didn’t even bother to pull the 

trigger, just swung her gun around and caved 
in the creature’s skull, then began firing 
through the drifting cinders of its corpse. 

The buzz of Fenrir’s machine gun overwhelmed  
the screaming of the Thralls and carved 
flashing trails through the horde. Monclar’s 
hand cannon burst through twisted, toothy 

heads with every shot.

And still they kept coming. Alaine 
remembered the old stories of the 

doomed mission to reclaim the Moon, tales of 
the Hive swarming from the Hellmouth in an 
endless dark tide. 

Fenrir’s weapon clicked, empty, and he 
dropped it to pull out his own shotgun. 
Alaine’s mental count of her own ammunition 
was in the single digits across the board. She 
was counting off Monclar’s shots, too, as he 
switched to his sidearm. Kid had a fixation…

She emptied the last few rounds of her shotgun 
and followed suit with her rifle. They were 
being shoved back. She felt the wall behind 
her. Fenrir jammed against her shoulder, and 
Monclar came tearing through a Thrall to her 
other side. 

“Running dry,” Fenrir growled, fists flying. 

“Yeah.” Alaine shouldered her rocket launcher, 
taking a moment to slam it across a Thrall’s 
throat.

“I’ll…enter the trance,” Monclar said, tossing 
out a grenade into the Thralls and giving them 
a too-brief moment of respite. “You fire.”

“You know what the blast of her beastie will do 
to us in here?” 

“But it will do it to them, too.”

Alaine chuckled. “Our Ghosts won’t have the 
Light to bring us back, you know.”

Monclar shrugged and fired off his last shot. 

I nto th e M o uth of H e ll
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“Well, let’s do it, then. Do you have anything poetic for the occasion, Fenrir?”

The battered Titan laughed, and shouted,

“Storm’d at with shot and shell,

Boldly they rode and well,

Into the jaws of Death,

Into the mouth of Hell!”

I nto th e M o uth of H e ll

Ever seen one of these 
before?

Maybe they're gateways. Maybe 
they're prisons. Maybe they house 
lost souls - maybe those 

crystals are what the Hive 

would call Ghosts.

Doesn't matter. the hive 
are nothing like us. There's 

something festering in 'em. 
You remember that, and you 

do what you need to keep your Light safe.



S P O O K G E I S T

Another Time, Another Place
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A Resilient Weave
T H E  M O T H Y A R D S  ( W R I T E R ) 

S N A K E B U N K E R  ( A R T I S T )

“I’m Crota! I’m Crota!”

The little boy roars and brandishes a stick, 
and around him laughing children scatter, 
dodging his slow-motion swings as they try 
to steal the bright red sash tucked into the 
waistband of his dirty trousers.

/Should we say something?

The Hunter looks at her Ghost and then away, 
up at the afternoon sky. Luna hangs over the 
Last City, the dark crater of Mare Imbrium 
visible even in the daylight. If she squints, 
she can almost see the green fire.

She lands with the first wave of Guardians, full of 
pride and confidence, full of giddy laughter, already 
celebrating a victory they have not yet achieved.

“What is there to say? Leave the children 
their games.”

The Vanguard thinks the City’s residents 
should have regular contact with Guardians, 
and she dreads these rotations more than she 
dreads her patrols through the Plaguelands. 
At least Dregs do not ask uncomfortable 
questions.

Child-Crota claims his first victim by 
virtue of a glancing blow to the shoulder of 
a would-be thief, and the tagged boy makes 
an exaggerated show of his death, convulsing 
and choking on the grass for nearly a minute 
before he falls still. The other children howl 
with laughter. Only one of them, a quiet 
girl that always sits and watches from the 
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sidelines, does not join.

Her Ghost’s attention is fixed on the 
pandemonium in front of them. She realizes 
she has stopped breathing, tries to force her 
spine to relax. The sun shines and the sky is 
blue but she cannot remember feeling so out 
of place.

She pulls the trigger and the hammer clicks, empty. 
She kills an armored Acolyte with her belt-knife, 
reloads, turns when she hears a twinned scream 
beside her and watches as a Knight wrenches its 
crude blade from her pack-mate’s collarbone, 
silencing Guardian and Ghost alike.

A little girl with a flower in her hair squeals, 
trips in the grass and falls to her hands and 
knees, scrabbles frantically away from child-
Crota’s exaggerated steps, and before she 
can stop herself the Hunter is halfway to her 
feet. She catches herself, looks around, but 
none of the other adults, non-Guardians all, 
notice. She doesn’t know why Cayde insists 
she comes alone. It’s the same group it always 
is, and they ignore her, as they always do

The little girl wriggles back and forth, 
laughing as child-Crota sinks his stick-
sword into the grass on either side of her 

with painstaking slowness, roaring in mock-
frustration when none of his blows connect. 
The girl scrambles to her feet and takes 
shelter behind a larger girl, this one holding 
both fists in front of her face.

“I’m Wei Ning!” the larger girl says, “I’m here 
to get you, monster!”

“You were Wei Ning last time,” says the dead 
boy. 

“You’re supposed to be dead!”

He pantomimes his expiration once more to 
the delight of the group.

She stumbles, the detached, still-twitching claws of 
a Thrall wrapped around her ankle, and then she is 
on her back in the dust, fanning the hammer of her 
cannon from the hip, doing her best to kick herself 
away from the Knight that looms above her. She 
rolls to the side and it buries its sword in the soft 
ground beside her, the impact sending a shockwave 
through her gut, and she tries not to think how it 
would feel were it to connect with flesh instead.

A pack-mate beside her burns the monstrosity 
away with the Golden Gun, pulls her to her feet 
by the cloak around her neck. She has no time to 
offer thanks, because more are upon them, and the 
two Hunters fight side by side in retreat, aiming 

A R e s il i e nt Weave
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for the lip of the crater. Transmat is down, and the 
only sounds that make it through the static on the 
comms are the screams of the dying.

Something moves by her knee, and she forces 
herself to turn slowly. A face stares up at her, 
eyes wide. The quiet girl, the one who never 
plays.

“Why do you always wear that?” The girl 
reaches a hand out to grasp the corner of the 
old cloak, and the Hunter flinches despite 
herself.

“Sorry,” she says, when the little girl makes a 

hurt face. “Here.”

Haltingly, she holds out the fabric. The girl 
takes it with an expression of grave dignity, 
and as she examines its many patches the 
Hunter counts faces. Names. Her right thumb 
settles on the familiar worn spot by her 
neck and she rubs it as she always does. The 
game of tag has been paused, the rest of the 
children staring at her now, and she drops 
her eyes to the grass, her face hot.

Behind the hordes of Thrall and Acolytes and 
towering Knights, the monster looms in burning 
darkness. No bullets penetrate its armor and its 
sword drips the Light of a hundred Guardians dead 

at its feet. Its bulk dwarfs both plains and scattered 
bodies alike, but it is the blade it holds that draws 
her eye, the gravity of the weapon unavoidable and 
absolute, and for a nauseating moment she feels 
herself falling towards it as though off a cliff.

“Kids! You’re not bothering her, are you?”

One of the adults looks over, his face a mask 
of concern - but not for her. She grips the seat 
of the bench with her left hand lest she fall 
upwards into nothing.

“I’m not bothering her! She’s showing me her 
blanket!”

The lines of Titans broke when Wei Ning fell, her 
light snuffed out in an inglorious instant, and at 
some point she realizes she is fighting alone, has 
been fighting alone for a long time. A kernel of panic 
rests deep in the pit of her stomach, but she cannot 
spare the time to wonder where the others are, and 
on the outside she can feel nothing but the ache in 
her arms from the endless kick of her cannon.

/It’s not a blanket.

She almost laughs at her Ghost’s indignant 
tone, feeling the same wild giddiness she felt 
when she reached the lip of the crater, when 
she looked back across the plain and realized 

A R e s il i e nt Weave
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she could no more pick out the bodies of her 
fallen pack-mates than she could recognize 
the stars that burned, cold and uncaring and 
eternal, in the sky above her. 

“They’re not bothering me,” she says at last, 
forcing the words out from behind clenched 
teeth. The man looks at her, uncertain, 
but nods anyway and turns back to his 
conversation.

Around her the universe roars, as though the very 
fabric of space has bent. 

Most of the children have grown bored of 
her already, and child-Crota is once more 
wielding his stick with relish. Wei Ning tries 
to punch him, and in response Crota hits her 
too hard with his sword. She yelps, and in an 
instant the two children are on top of each 
other, fists and tears flying.

The little girl is still gripping the corner of 
the cloak.

“It’s not a blanket,” the Hunter says again, as 
gently as she can.

“It looks like my brother’s blanket,” the girl 

says.

“Oh? Which one is he?”

“He’s not here,” says the girl. “He’s dead now.”

She stands before the Vanguard and tries to describe 
how it felt to look up at that sick green sky and 
feel reality unravel; finds herself instead telling 
them that for a traitorous moment the flames 
reminded her of the lights that dance across Earth’s 
atmosphere, lights she once watched in peace and 
comfort from the safety of her ship, that now the 
lights of the City look strange and unfamiliar and 
the Tower is a different Tower.

“Sometimes I miss him,” says the girl, fingers 
wrapped in fabric. Her tone is matter-of-fact. 
“Mama says he’s still here as long as I don’t 
forget him.”

At last, the girl looks up.

“What happens if I forget?”

She stares back at the girl. Her Ghost blinks. 
They are silent for a long moment, all three 
of them, forgotten by the pile of fighting 
children and frantic adults.

A R e s il i e nt Weave
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Slowly, the Hunter pushes herself off the 
bench, crouches in front of the girl, and takes 
a deep breath.

“This is a cloak,” she says, lifting the fabric. 
“It’s like a blanket, but you wear it. All Hunters 
wear them, because they do many things. A 
good cloak will protect you. A good cloak will 
hide you. And of the very many things a good 
cloak does, perhaps the most important is to 
keep you from forgetting things you don’t 
want to forget.”

She fingers the worn patch at her neck, and 
then she clears her throat. 

“Do you still have your brother’s blanket?”

A R e s il i e nt Weave

Kid in the City drew 
this for me. Ghost says 
he did my cloak justice, 

but I didn't know my 
head was so big.



J E N  C .

In Memoriam



To all the Guardians, lost forever to the dark.

Your Light is not forgotten.



This project would not have been possible without the support of the 
wonderfully vibrant Destiny community. To all the artists, writers, 
cosplayers, lore-heads, and creators of all kinds who have entertained 
and delighted us over the last three years: your contributions to the 
universe of Destiny have kept us not just engaged, but inspired, and we’re 
proud to be part of such an amazing group of people. Written in Light is 
both a love letter to all of you, and a confirmation that you have, to us, 
truly become legend.

Destiny 2 released in September, and brought with it new characters, 
new worlds, and new ideas to explore. We’re looking forward to another 
three years of imagination, and we can’t wait to see what you make next. 

Eyes up, Guardians - Destiny awaits.

Afterword

S K Y  M A C F A D Y E N , 
C R E A T I V E  D I R E C T O R

skymacfadyen.com

S T A C Y  P O O R ,  
P R O D U C E R  &  I L L U S T R A T O R

artdailybykitty.tumblr.com

J A S P E R  L I P T O N , 
E D I T O R  I N - C H I E F

jasperlipton.com
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J A D E  P . N . G

Guardian Parade, My Fireteam



casuallyrobotic.tumblr.com

I drew my Warlock, Blaise, because he’s the 
Guardian that means the most to me. I feel 
like a lot of the story in D1 is between you and 
your Ghost, and I imagine Blaise is very close 
to his Ghost, Trinket. They’ve been through a 
lot together!!

C A S U A L L Y R O B O T I C

Keep What You Love Close

Contributors

Destiny begins with the player’s Ghost 
meeting them after a long search. I’d always 
wondered what it would be like to view a 
Ghost’s journey in those lonely centuries 
before they found what they were looking for.

C I A R A  C H A S T A I N

Storyteller 6

10

12

15

16

11

All it takes is one shot to change everything. 
The raid, the strike, all depend on you. You 
have one chance, one choice but remember it 
always comes down to you and a single fiery 
shot. Better not miss.

C H R I S T I N A  C Z A J K O W S K I

Celestial Nighthawk

asaxophony.tumblr.com

tandooribedstead@gmail.com 
twitter.com/thegrateape

Everyone’s been there, alone with a Fallen 
Walker in the middle of the Cosmodrome and 
more fingers on your hand than bullets in 
your gun. Right before death three Guardians 
in gear that makes your jaw drop and handle 
the walker as an afterthought, and maybe they 
make friends with you to boot. That feeling of 
awe and altruism is what I wanted to capture 
here.

P A U L  M I L L E R

Neon Knights

twitter.com/@_BrokenMagnum

facebook.com/barrettphotography  
facebook.com/foxcosprops   
like-a-fox.tumblr.com

A Ghost is their Guardian’s companion from 
the moment they meet. Which is why it 
always broke my heart to find dead Ghosts 
tucked away in dark corners of the world, all 
alone. Collecting them was intriguing from 
a story perspective and a strangely cathartic 
experience, making it one of my favorite 
memories of Destiny.

L I K E  A  F O X  
( C O S P L A Y  A N D  P R O P S )  
B A R R E T T  P H O T O G R A P H Y 
( P H O T O )

Lost and Found

“An old memory. A Guardian disappearing 
into a forest. Gun in hand. Me left behind.” 
I wanted to make a loose and sad feeling 
image. Not everything in Destiny is shiny loot 
and exploding thrall heads. There is a lot of 
tragedy in certain places. That was the main 
inspiration for this piece.

Z A E Z A R

Into the Forest of Dread

www.twitch.tv/zaezar  
twitter.com/Zaezardraws  
zaezardraws.com



The Vault of Glass was our first great challenge 
as Guardians. A place beyond our scope of 
reasoning, where guns alone couldn’t see us 
through. I wanted to honor the awe I felt in 
that place. The Vault is the conflux of time, and 
should not be forgotten.

S M K Y J O E 7

reddit.com/user/smkyjoe7/submitted

Time and Time Again

We all do what we can to fight the Darkness. 
Guardians get center stage, but life behind 
the scenes is no less complex – especially for a 
Cryptarch just trying to do his job.

B R Y N N A  /  
U / D O G M E A T H A S D I E D

Field Trip

dogmeathasdied.wordpress.com/

“No one can open the Vault alone. I opened 
the Vault. There was no one with me but I was 
not alone.” The raids of Destiny began when 
Kabr and his team stepped into the Vault. Its 
story is one of the most fascinating in lore, 
and I wanted to represent his twisted memory 
about that moment.

P O L U X  /  H Y A K U N A N A

Vault of Glass

hyakunana.tumblr.com

You can’t fight Crota or Aksis looking like a 
potato. That’s why the first hour of a raid is 
always spent in the Tower trying on different 
gear and shaders.

L A U R A  O N D E R W A T E R

Gearing Up for the Raid

philosophicalbutts.tumblr.com 
onderwaterl@icloud.com

therebedraws.com/#/portfolio 
therebedraws.tumblr.com/

I decided to make my piece on the relationship 
between Maya Sundaresh and Chioma Esi, as 
they were the first LGBT characters included in 
Destiny. As a member of the LGBT community 
myself, I wanted to make a piece that made 
their relationship immediately visible.

T H E R E B E D R A W S

Ghost Fragment: Vex runrenrun.tumblr.com/tagged/Arts  
twitter.com/FishFaceRen

The Ace of Spades is my absolute hands-down 
favorite exotic. From the moment my hunter 
picked it up, it never left her hands. Reading 
the Grimoire card, I like to think that the 
gun means something special to Cayde and 
Banshee.

R E N R U N

An Ace of Spades

artstation.com/re1mon  
instagram.com/re1mon

G E R A R D O  J U S T E L

Ace of Spades

The idea behind this piece is to bring back 
traditional forms of visual representations, 
exposing young generations to one of the 
oldest mediums.

C o ntrib uto rs

This short story is a tribute to the many 
memories of Destiny 1’s multiplayer. I hope you 
all have had at least one enjoyable moment in 
your Crucible days, and I hope you find even 
more in Destiny 2!

I A N  X .

Competition

ixgraysonofgrey.tumblr.com
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gcinkdraws.tumblr.com (Ink)  
twitter.com/Phelpsilicious (Alex)

Destiny is a world that wants you to question 
just why you’re fighting. We are heroes, yes, 
but in the eyes of our foes we are undead 
horrors who bring only misery and death. 
Destiny’s complex villains are what kept many 
of us around and we hoped to honor them and 
their stories in our contribution.

A L E X  P H E L P S  ( W R I T E R ) 
I N K  ( A R T I S T )

Last Lament

wierdrocks.tumblr.com  
archiveofourown.org/users/wierdrocks

I have a deep fascination with the way 
Guardians in Destiny interact with death 
and their own (im)morality. These strange, 
living-undead creatures are at once reverent 
of, indifferent to, and annoyed by the specter 
of death and that weird way of living is what I 
tried to capture and express in this piece.

H A L E Y  H U L A N

Super Good Advice: A Guide 
for Kinder-Guardians and 
Inexperienced Warriors of 
the Light Excerpt #92“Chess Night” demonstrates my love for 

showing the relationship between characters. 
The Speaker is a character that always held 
himself away from the Guardians, and what I 
wanted to do was to show that I believed him 
to have a closer connection to the Guardians 
he led.

A D D I E  S M I T H

Chess Night

autobotbara.tumblr.com

Y’all saying the Speaker is evil are heretics.

M i K E

#TrustTheSpeaker

uni416.tumblr.com

I wrote my piece originally for NaPoWriMo 
on a prompt about relationships. I started 
thinking about the idea of two Guardians who 
are important to each other and grow apart. 
I wanted each location to mean something 
different to these Guardians the same way 
they did to my fire team.

N I C O L E  P A O L I

Ghost Fragments -  
New Mythologies

The pages were hand stitched together and 
binding secured with adhesive before being 
bound in a pleather hardcover gilded with a 
gold solar system design. The finished product 
contains all of the Grimore cards and lore from 
Destiny 1. I created this real life Grimoire as 
a gift for my long-distance boyfriend Steven 
who flew over from Australia just to see me.

E L I  W I N S T O N  / 
S I L V E R F A L C O N S T U D I O S

Destiny Grimore Hardcover

instagram.com/NoviceRobes,  
facebook.com/SilverFalconStudios 
patreon.com/SilverFalconStudios

Old and Grey is a story meant to inspire, if 
not sympathy, then at least some thought for 
an enemy we Guardians fight through the 
whole of the game. When it comes down to 
it, their struggle is not so different from ours. 
Sometimes I can’t help but wonder what one 
from the very beginning must think.

N E V E R M O R E 0 8 4

Old and Grey

captainkelpar.tumblr.com

C o ntrib uto rs
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To me the only cure for tragedy is the hope 
of regaining the joy you’ve lost. I wanted to 
work on a Festival of the Lost piece because it 
was always so great in-game, and I think it’s 
the sort of thing my Titan looks back on to 
remember why she keeps fighting even when 
things look bleak.

S P O O K G E I S T

Another Time, Another Place

spookgeist.tumblr.com

It’s a scary world out there. Hold on to what 
matters.

T H E  M O T H Y A R D S  ( W R I T E R ) 
S N A K E B U N K E R  ( A R T I S T )

A Resilient Weave

themothyards.tumblr.com 
snakebunker.tumblr.com

My friends and I have been fighting together 
in many fictional worlds since our childhood. 
I was the first to introduce them to the 
universe of Destiny, now years later I painted 
our characters to remember our good times in 
the game.

J A D E  P . N . G .

Guardian Parade, My Fireteam

ask-cayde-6.tumblr.com

There was nothing I loved more in Destiny 
than quiet Cosmodrome patrols, watching 
the day cycle to night and chatting with my 
guys. The Guardian pictured belonged to my 
good friend and clanmate Reese, who passed 
away from brain cancer on August 27th 2017, 
after over a year of fighting it. I got the news in 
time to make this into a memorial to him. He 
will be missed, the new Tower is a bit emptier 
without him.

J E N  C .

In Memoriam

I’ve been a fan of Alphonse Mucha’s works 
for a good while and I wanted to try my hand 
in giving his style a go. His regal influences 
complement the beautiful character that 
is Commander Zavala, who has been my 
favourite since the day Destiny launched for 
the first time. A kind, resolute and strong man 
who will go to hell and back to protect what is 
dear to him. But he will take no honor, glory 
or titles. He will take no crowns. He is no king.

N A K S U  ” F A Z I K K U ” 
K I H L A K A S K I

Not A King

artstation.com/fazikku 
fazique.tumblr.com

The name ‘Hellmouth’ made me think of ‘The 
Charge of the Light Brigade’, so I wrote out 
this story to tie the two together. It’s one of 
my favorite poems, a tale of fierce but doomed 
courage. It fits well with the tone of Destiny 
universe and I love playing with the dynamics 
of Guardian Fireteams.

S I L V E R H E A R T

Into the Mouth of Hell

archiveofourown.org/users/Silverheart

I drew this piece as it shows off some small 
things that I really enjoy about Destiny! Being 
a Sunsinger Warlock, some of my favourite 
armour, my favourite weapon, Bad Juju, and 
most importantly my Guardian, Grier!

S .  F O W L E R  /  P I N S T R I P E S

Radiance

scf-pinstripes.weebly.com

C o ntrib uto rs
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All in all, these are the rules I live by. Follow 

1. Don't leave home without a gun. 
Doesn't matter how good you are with 

2. Always wear your hat helmet. 

3. Don't ask too many questions. 

Time for me to go - I got a date with the things 

them or don't, but if you want to spend less 

time dying and more time being useful, they'll
 help.

knives or fists or sparkledust; 
sometimes the best solution to a 

problem is a bullet.  

There's a lot of stuff out 
there that would like to 

remove your head from 
your neck, and it's wise to make that as 

difficult as possible.

Why are we here? What's the Traveler? I don't care. 
Whatever I am, it's better 
than being dead. I'm sure 

you'll agree.

that go bump in the night. No place for books 

where I'm headed, so I'm leaving this one behind. 
Id like to think that it'll find its way to you. 
Maybe it already has. Maybe it'll help you out, 

even. If it does - you're welcome.  

Buy me a drink if we ever meet. That's it, k
id - you're a Guardian now. 

Get out there and write your own stories.



Written in Light
VO L U M E  1 :  

M E M O R I E S  O F  D E STI N Y 1


